ABOUT OUR COMPANY:

REGIONAL SERVICE AREA

Ned Clyde Construction, Inc. has over 50
employees offering the full range of disciplines and experience to perform all the
major and minor functions relevant to soil
and foundation repair projects. Since our
company is staffed by Geotechnical Engineers, Civil Engineers and Geologists,
there is usually no need for outside consultants. Our greatest contribution comes
through in-house management of a project from its inception to its completion -we analyze the problem, develop the repair design and provide construction services. We typically run several field crews,
each led by a knowledgeable, highly experienced Foreman.

NED CLYDE CONSTRUCTION, INC. primarily
services the Greater San Francisco Bay Area,
but we have completed numerous projects
throughout California and other areas of the
West Coast.

Ne d C l yde
Construction, Inc.

REMEMBER:
Ned Clyde Construction, Inc. is a highly
reputable engineering contractor specializing in soil-related problems such as
landslides, retaining structures, drainage,
erosion control, underpinning, and foundation corrective work. Since our founding
in 1981, we have acquired an uncommon
depth of experience and the invaluable
skills, equipment and methods necessary
to perform difficult jobs in a clean, professional manner.

OUR TEAM
OUR EXPERIENCE
WILL GET THE JOB DONE
RIGHT

Service Information
Over 25 years of experience, NED CLYDE
CONSTRUCTION, INC. has completed more
than 5,000 soil and foundation projects.

Ned Clyde Co nstruction, Inc.
159 Mason Circle
Concord, CA 94520
Phone:
925-689-5411
415-330-9910
408-287-3352
Fax:
925-246-8164
www. nedclydeconstruction.com









Foundation Repairs
House Underpinning
and Releveling
Retaining Walls
Drainage
Landslide Repairs
Structural Tiebacks
Portable Drilling
A Company Specializing in Soil Related Problems

Tel: 925-689-5411
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OUR PAST
The late Ned Clyde, a well respected Civil
and Geotechnical Engineer, was, in 1950,,
a cofounder of Woodward Clyde Consultants, a major engineering firm with worldwide offices. In the 1960’s, Mr. Clyde established a subsidiary construction firm
known as Remmil Corporation. In 1981,
this company became known as Ned
Clyde Construction, Inc., an independent
corporation.

TODAY
Ned Clyde Construction, Inc. is a company with a focus specializing in soil related
problems, such as landslides, structural
retaining walls, drainage, foundation corrective work, and environmental restoration. Throughout many years of continuous practice we have acquired an uncommon depth of experience and the invaluable skills, equipment and methods to perform the most difficult jobs in a clean and
professional manner.
Ned Clyde Construction, Inc. offers an unusually high level of practical experience
and a progressive approach to solving
problems often found in soil and foundation repair projects.

Our firm, with a professional staff of engineers and geologists, truly has everything to
solve your soil and foundation problems and
more. We appreciate your business and
recognize that as a customer you are most
important to our continued success.
Retaining Walls

WHEN IT COMES TO
SOIL AND FOUNDATION REPAIR
PROJECTS

We engineer our walls to last. Many have
been constructed successfully in areas with
difficult access.

NED CLYDE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CAN PROVIDE:


Consolidation of construction services to ease the design and building
process of your project



A design-build cost control formula to
provide the best available value
based on the most current price and
performance information.



Meeting your needs and handling your
toughest problems in a cost effective
manner.



Using our outstanding design/build
staff and our high level of practical
experience will help you achieve your
goals.



A company whose employees pride
themselves on their “can do” attitude
that results in a successful project.

Underpinning and Releveling
Soils in the San Francisco Bay Area are often
active, and structures founded on these soils
are constantly shifting and settling. Our company utilizes proven, state-of-the-art techniques
and procedures to underpin and re-support
existing inadequate foundations.

Landslide Repair
“We found Ned Clyde Construction, Inc. to uphold to the
highest standards in quality of work. We were totally
satisfied and would not hesitate to recommend them to
anyone that asks."
-- Jo Ann & Wayne, Danville CA

Over the years we have repaired numerous
slides and embankment failures. Earthwork can
be expensive, and minor changes in a repair
scheme can often mean substantial cost savings.

